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“Conglomerate ", refers to a number of different sedimentary rocks (Nagelfluh, Breccia ...), 
grit, debris, organic materials fellow passengers in a flowing watercourse, embedded and 
secured in its sandstone cladding –  that is mixed up and is transported by glaciers.

“Blue Wonder” refers to the bridge of Loschwitz near Dresden. It is told that its original 
green paint changed to blue overnight so that people gave it the nickname “Blue Wonder.
Painting, transformation, transport of mixed up material (“conglomerate”), temporary 
embedding. 

There was an exhibition with the title „Conglomerate and Blue Wonder“ that was shown at Romanischer Keller in Salzburg in October 2009 where one could 
see works that emerged the last three years before: drawings, sketches, notebooks and photographs which documented periods of visits when I was able to work in 
Dresden and Berlin. Requisites and documentation material to Art Performances, projects from a festival-project in Dresden and Salzburg the year before have been
added to the show as well.

The main focus of the exhibition was on aquarelle, oil and tempera paintings which apparently are a central part of the end of the process, which is offered as an 
insight.
The Art of the painter is embedded in the essence of the artist with the self-conception as “a collector of images, a transformer, a compressor”. They have its origin 
in familiar ambient sights and in impressions he took while travelling and brought home to his studio as a ”loot”. Some of so caught pieces were adapted afterwards 
and transformed, hue and form changed – they came into new systems of meaning and reference.

The pieces of the “loot” become a part of a game with new sets where the painter can find jewels again and again, which he just needs to polish to show them to its 
best.
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